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Quality time
Imagine having your very own outdoor retreat, where the whole family can take a rejuvenating break 

together. If you have a pool or hot tub, everyone will enjoy the health benefi ts of deep-body heat followed 

by a quick, refreshing dip—and doing it all over again. A genuine Helo outdoor sauna, tailored to your exact 

specifi cations, makes family time...quality time.

For those who are looking for something a little more unique, there is nothing that rivals the traditional 

styling of the Kelo Sauna. Constructed using naturally matured, weathered pine to your own specifi cations 

and needs, this sauna provides a robust and durable structure, with the unmistakable appearance of a 

traditional luxury log cabin. The exceptional qualities of this super-aged timber, with its unique soothing 

fragrance will make every sauna a special occasion.
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GARDEN SAUNAS 2012

The origins of sauna immersed users in the natural landscape, a setting that enriched the entire experience. 

It’s this rich tradition that Helo have endeavored to preserve through our extensive range of outdoor sauna cabins. 

GARDEN SAUNAS

Helo’s comprehensive range of sauna cabins embraces all the styles and environments you could wish for. For more 

information about Helo’s full range of saunas including: Indoor, Easy Rock, Designer and Infra Red, please contact Helo.
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GARDEN SAUNAS

BARREL SAUNA
Helo Barrel saunas have a real “back to nature” feel about them. Constructed in sturdy 42mm thick selected 

Spruce boards into the pleasing barrel shape, they bring great character to the garden and o¤ er a snug, cosy 

interior either as a sauna-only, or with useful extra ante-room. 

A warm dry interior is guaranteed by oiled timbers, steel support bands and the felted roof which 

attractively laps over the top half of the cabin. The traditional experience is further enhanced by the inclusion 

of a wood burning heater with chimney – so you enjoy sauna just as the Finns do in their summer retreats!

PRICES FROM £6 995*

ARCA SAUNA
To enjoy sauna in the time-honoured natural way, 

nothing beats a genuine Finnish log chalet in the 

garden. Until now the complexity of construction 

and service requirements has proved daunting 

for many – ARCA provides the solution!

The solid Spruce logs are formed into 

readymade modules which are simple to 

assemble, topped with a two piece felted roof. 

Perfect on the patio or next to a hot tub these 

family-sized cabins create a real spectacle in 

any garden.

PRICES FROM £6 199*

PATIO SAUNA
Conceived in our US factory with the most extreme climatic conditions in mind, Patio Sauna is a genuine 

maintenance-free cabin for the garden. The neat durable plasticised covering needs no treatment and its 

grey hue hints at the Kelo wood saunas, so revered in their Lapland home.

The metalled pitched roof adds 

to the rugged durability of this 

model while a Spruce interior 

with Abachi wood furniture 

ensure the best traditions of 

sauna bathing are maintained. 

Helo’s Softhot heater with large 

rock store provides the heat 

with plenty of humidity

Supplied in pre-made modules 

with fi nished fl oor and roof, 

this smart cabin is as easy to 

assemble as it is to live with 

and will fi t neatly on any patio 

or decking.

PRICES FROM £8 999*

TIMO

MIKA

In the best traditions of sauna, TIMO is constructed from 

44mm solid Spruce logs with precision tongue and groove 

joining, ensuring a quick-heating and snug cabin. At just under 

2m square with “L” shaped bench layout, the interior has ample 

space for family and friends and is fi tted with smooth, warm 

Red Alder furniture. In good Finnish 

style, the Original heater has a large 

rock store so you choose your sauna 

experience – hot and dry, or soft 

and steamy! With the protection of a 

generous roof overhang, you can relax 

on a deck after a sauna.

PRICES FROM £9 499*

A sauna suite in the garden!  Two 

spacious rooms- sauna and lounge 

– let you create your own sauna 

cottage just like the Finns’ country 

retreat – with room for a shower, 

exerciser and loungers. Built to last 

a lifetime in 60mm Spruce log, the 

clever design has the entrance in 

the end wall, allowing the cabin to 

fi t neatly even in more restricted 

spaces  – its cottage style window 

and door still presenting an 

attractive and inviting fascia. Helo’s 

famous SOFTHOT heater is included, 

for sauna with plenty of steam or 

you can follow tradition and fi t one 

of Helo’s wood burning heaters to 

enjoy “the real thing”!

PRICES FROM £18 999*

Today you can indulge in all this tradition has to o¤ er with an outdoor sauna specially designed to suit you and your lifestyle. 

Our cabins are created using the fi nest kiln dried logs and steam from the genuine Finnish heater. A Helo trademark...

The ARCA and its relatives TIMO and MIKA incorporate everything the traditional Finnish sauna has to o¤ er. Reassuringly 

solid and robust, these cabins will last a lifetime. With an electric or wood heater, there is even room to add a shower in the 

MIKA’s unique ante-room. 

If you prefer a maintenance free experience, the all weather PATIO model is perfect. The insulated panel style cabin is simple 

to install and easy to maintain.

Or for the ultimate home sauna experience, you can have a traditional KELO wood cabin built to your specifi cation. 

A picture-perfect structure, creating the most luxurious of saunas.

So whether you choose from our pre-made, easy assembly models, or a hand-crafted bespoke structure that’s tailor made 

to your vision, talk to Helo: The sauna experts.

*An installation service is available for all models, please ask for a quotation.
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